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Let Sc{l,...,n-1) satisfy -S =S mod n. The circulant graph G(n, S) with vertex set 
IQ, IJ l,“‘, u,_r} and edge set E satisfies “iiIj E E if and only if i - i E S, where all arithmetic is 
done mod n. The circulant digraph G(n, S) is defined similarly without the restriction S = -S. 
Adarn conjectured that G(n, S)=G(n, S’) if and only if S = US’ for some unit u mod n. In this 
paper we prove the conjecture true if n = pq where p and q are distinct primes. We also show 
that it is not generally true when n = p2, and determine exact conditions on S that it be tme in 
this case. We then show as a simple consequence that the conjecture is false in most cases when 
n is divisible by p2 where p is an odd prime, or n is divisible by 24. 
1. Introduction 
Let S be a set of nonzero elements of the ring Z,, of integers mod ~1 such that 
S = -S. The circula.nt graph G(n, S) with vertex set V(G) = {v,, vl, . . . , v,,_~) and 
edge set E satisfies vivi E E if and only if i - i E S where all arithmetic is done 
mod n. S is called the symbol of G(n, S). The digraph analogue is defined 
similarly without the restriction that S = -S. The circukant digruph DG(n, S) with 
vertex set V=(q), vl, . . . , u,+} and arc set A satisfies (vi, vi) E A if and only if 
i - i E S. We consider the problem of when two such graphs or two such digraphs 
are isomorphic. 
Adam [l] conjectured that G (n, S) = G( n, S’) if and only if S’ = US for some 
unit u E Zz, the group of units of Z,,. Independently, Djokovic [2] and Turner [S] 
proved this to be the case when n is a prime, but Elspas and Turner [3] gave a 
counter-example to Adam’s conjecture when n = 16. There is an obvious digraph 
analogue of Adam’s conjecture. We shall refer to it as Adam’s conjecture as well. 
It also holds for n a prime and in [3] there is a counter-example when n = 8. 
We shall characterize, in terms of a condition on automorphism groups, when 
Adam’s conjecture holds for a given integer n. We then use this characterization 
to show that the conjecture holds for n = pq where p and q are distinct primes. 
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Our proof uses the structure of the Sylow p-subgroups of the automorphism 
group of G(n, S) or DG(pt, S). It also provides a new proof for the case n = p, p a 
prime. 
Additionally, we show that Ad6m’s conjecture fails for all integers n of the 
form r-0 = p2, p an odd prime and p > 3. However, we are able in the latter case to 
give simple .necessary and sufficient conditions on S and S’ so that G( n, S) = 
G( n, S’) or DG( n, S) = DG( n, S’). We also show that Ad5m’s conjecture can hold 
only for integers n of the form y1 = 2” 3’ m where uz = 1 or m is squarefree and 
relatively prime to 6, e E {0,1,2,3} and f E {O,l}, but f = 0 for the case of digraphs. 
2. Charactedzation of Adam(n) 
If G is a graph or di ra g p h, then Aut (G) denotes the automorphism group of G 
considered as a permutation group on the vertices of G. If A c 2, and 6 E Z,,, 
then bA=(b~:a~A) and A+b=(a+b:aEA}; if A=& we take b@=P)= 
$k+ h. 
Let Circ ( PZ) be the set of all circulant graphs G(n, S) and let DCirc (n) be 
the set of all circulant digraphs DG (n, S). Define Adarn (n) = 
{ G(M, S) E Circ (n) : G (n, S) = G (n, S’) iff S’ = US for some u E 23 and similarly 
defire DAd6m (n). Then Ad6m’s conjecture for the integer n is simply Circ (n) = 
Ad6m (n) and DCirc (n) = DAdam (n). 
The permutation u = (2~~~ 0, l l l u, -J is in Aut (G) for every circulant graph G 
and every circulant digraph G. Define F (n) to be the set of all G (n, S) such that 
if T and p are any two n-cycles in Aut (G(n, S)). then the subgroups (T) and (p) 
generated by them are conjugate in Aut (G(n, S)). Let DF (n) denote the set of all 
DG (n, S) having the same property. Equivalently, it suffices to require each (T) 
be conjugate to (u). 
Theorem 1. Adam (n) = F(n) and DAdam (nj = DF(n). 
ProoK First suppose G(n, S)E F(n) and that rr. C(n, S’)+ G(n, S) is an 
isoinorprusm. Then the n-cycle 7 = (v(z+,) ~(zJ,) l - l ~(u,_,))~ Aut (G(n, S)) and 
so there exrsts CI! E Aut (G(n, S)) such that cr{a)ar-’ = {r), where a = 
(UC, 2.11 l - l II,_ T). 
Therefore, there is an integer k in { 1,2, . . . , n - 1) which is relatively prime to 
n such that 7 = Q&K-’ = ((Y(z+,) cy(uk) l l l a(uktn_ ,,)J. T;!‘hus, for some r and ali i in 
{0,1,...,n- I), we have T(Uj) = (Y(Uk(,+j))s Then i-- i E S’ if and only if UiUj E 
E(G(n, S’)) if and only if n(Ui)m(Uj)E E(G(n, S)) if and only if 
Q(Uk[r+i,)CY(U k r+j))EE(G(n, S)) if and only if k(r+j)--k(r+i)=k(j-~)ES if and 
only if i -- i E k-‘S. ?Ve conclude that S = kS’ for k E 22. Thus, G(n, S) E Adarn (n) 
and F(E s Ad8rn (n). We nc>;t establish the reverse inclusion. 
SuiJpc ‘: G(n, S)E Ad8rn (n] and let T = @(u,) 6Q) l l l O(U,_,))E Aut (G(Pz, S)) 
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be some cycle of length n. Let S’ = {i - i : O(U,)O(U,) E E(G(n, S))}. Notice that 
S’ = -S’s Z, -{O} SO that G(n, S’) E Circ (n). Also notice that the mapping 
Ui + e(s) is an isomorphism of G(n, S’) onto G(n, S). Then there exists CI E 2: 
such that S = 6’. Consider the mapping a! defined by a(uki) = O(ui). We have 
vkivkj E E(G(n, S)) if and only if k(j - i) E S = kS’ if and only if i - i E S’ if and only 
if e(Ui)B(Vj)E E(G(n, S)). Hence, a~ EAut (G(n, S)). NOW u =(v, v1 l l l v,_~) is in 
Aut (G(n, S)) and, regarding k as an integer from {1,2, . . . , n - 1) which is 
relatively prime to n, uk is an n-cycle. Iradeed, ak = (vO & l l l v(n_l>k) and we 
have 
~~6’ = ((Y(&)) a(&) ’ ’ ’ (Y(2)(n_l)k)) = (e(t+)) o(vl) ’ ’ . o(v,&)) = ?. 
Therefore, cll(a)cu-’ = (7) and G(n, S)E F(n). 
The preceding works for digrlphs except that we need not 
in the second part. The proof of the theorem is complete. 
worry S’ = -S’ 
C~r~Uary 1.1. &hz's conjecture holds for circulant graphs of order n if and only 
if Circ (n) = F(n) and for circulant digraphs of order n if and only if DCirc (n) = 
DF( n). 
Corollary 1.2. (Turner Cl]). For primes p, Circ (p) = Adam (p) and DCirc (p) = 
DAdam (p). 
Proof. If G is any circulant graph or circulant digraph of order p, then any 
p-cycle in Aut (G) generat,es an order p cyclic subgroup H of Aut (G). But H 
must be a Sylow p-subgroup of Aut (G) since H is a subgroup of Stp), the 
symmetric group of degree p, which has its Sylow p-subgroups of order p. Thus, 
any two such subgroups of Aut (G) are conjugate and by Theorem 1, every 
G(p, S) E F(p) and every DG(p, S) E DF(p). 
3. Thecaaen=pq D 
We now restrict our attention to the case n = mp where p is a prime and m < p. 
(Later we shall further assume nz = q is prime.) Let G = G(n, S) be either an 
element of Circ (n) or DCirc (nk Since Q”’ E Aut (G) and Sylow p-subgroups are 
conjugate, each Sylow p-subgroup of Aut (G) has an element which is a product 
of m disjoint p-cycles. Let F be a Sylow p-subgroup of Aut (G) and let 
cu =a!&1 l l l a,_1 EP where aj=(vivi •*Qv~__~) for j=O,l,...,m-1 are the 
cycles in the disjoint cycle decomposition of rx and whose elements partition the 
vertex set cf G into m sets. 
Let us consider the action of P on the vertices of G. First, IP) = pe divides (mp)! 
since P is a subgroup of Smp). Thus, 1 s e sm. Next, the orbit containing any 
vertex has cardinality pr where p s p’ < mp C p* so that r = 1 and all orbits have 
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cardinality p. It follows that the distinct orbits of P are the sets Aj = 
{vi,, u:, . . . . vb-,} for i = 0, 1, . . . , m - 1. If @ E P, the restriction P 1 Aj of p to Aj 
is thus a permutation of the elements of Aj. Then the mapping p 3 p 1 Ai is a 
homomorphism of P onto a nontrivial p-subgroup of the symmetric group 
S”‘(Aj) on the set Aj. Since the nontrivial p-subgroups of Sp) are Sy10w and 
cyclic of order p, the image of P is (aj). We conclude that the elements of P are of 
the form &;YY;~***cx~.z\ for Osej<p and j=O,l,...,m-1. Therefore, P is 
abelian and is, in fact, a subgroup of the (abelian) subgroup of S(mp) generated by 
the disjoint p-cycles arO, . . . , a,_,. Furthermore, if y = &$x# l l l c&q E Aut (G), 
then y E P, for otherwise y and P would generate a p-subgroup of Aut (G) larger 
than P which is an impossibility. 
Let M(P) = (0~ Aut (G): 8cw,8-‘, 0@-‘, . . . , ~a,._,K1 is some permutation of 
a!), a,, l ’ * , a, _ J. Clearly, P is a normal subgroup of M(P). If 8 E P, then 
etY,e-l =(Yj for i=O,l,..., m - 1. Conversely, if 8 E M(P) and &,0-’ = Cyj for 
j=O,l,...,m- 1, then for each j, 8 maps the elements of the cycle aj cyclically 
onto themselves. Indeed, 
iv/, v ( l 0 l t-L_ ,) = ai = OajK’ = (e(v&) ecu{) l l l e(v’,_,)), 
SO that for some k, e(vh) = z$, e(v\) = vi+,, . . . , O(&)= v;-~ where the sub- 
scripts are reduced mod p. This implies 8 = ar&Q l l l a”,-:\ for certain ej. By the 
remark above, then &z P We conclude that the factor group M(P)/P acts 
faithfully on the set {cy,,, al, . . . , a,_,) and so may be regarded as a permutation 
group on that set. 
We now restrict m to be a prime q, that is, n = pq where p and q are primes 
with q c p. We distinguish two cases: (1) The Sylow p-subgroups of Aut (G) have 
order p, and (2) the Sylow p-subgroups have order p’ > p. 
&se 1: Let T = (z$ VA l . 9 uz-’ l l 9 I_$_, I.&, . l l ~~1~) be an n-cycle in Aut (G). 
Then 7q = (Y = (Y(,cx~ l l l cyy-, where aj = (vi vi l l l u~-J are disjoint p-cycles for 
i=o, l,... ) y - 1. Now P = (TV) is a Sylow p-subgroup of Aut (G). Similarly, for 
CT=& zip l l ’ u, _ I), (oq) is a Sylow p-subgroup and ‘so there exists p E Aut (G) 
L it+;, d,dL p(4T”)p-’ = (TV). Then there is an integer r~{l,2,. . . , p- 1) such that 
p(&,“,o ’ = rq and either r or r + p is an integer k < n = pq which is relatively 
prime to n and obeys p(oq)“p-l = TV. Therefore, pkp-’ = A is an n-cycle in 
Aut (G) such that A4 = rq =(Y~)cY, l 9 l C-Y,+ We have both A, VE M(P). Indeed, 
7(Y,7 -’ = (Yj+l (subscripts reduced mod q), and 
A = (uj:; t+ 9 l l q-; “il’kj,, l - ’ qcq 9 rl 
L l l l qll+j 
4 -- 
,) 
for certain iO, . . . , jq_, (again reduced mod p) and some permutation iO, . . . , iq-1 
of 0, l,... , LJ - 1. Thus, hoi,A-’ = aI,+,, where & = iO. 
Now M(P)/P can be regarded as a permutation group on the set 
{a,,. cy _ . . . , aq _ 1) and the corresponding permutations [T] and [A] determined by 
T 2nd li are then the q-cycles (a, crl l l l a,_,) ard (ai, at,, l l l (Xi,_,), respectively. 
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The corresponding cyclic subgroups ([T]) and ([A]) are Sylow q-subgroups of 
M(P)/P and, hence, are conjugate. Therefore, there exists 8 EM(P) such that 
bMN)[W = ([T])- Thus, there exists an integer s E {1,2, . . . , g - 1) s?rch that 
P][Al”[e]-’ = [7]. Th en in M(P), OAsO-l~-l E P=(T~) so that for some TV 
10 1 7 9=*‘7 p-l}, t?~s~-l~-‘=(~q)’ or 0As8-1=7q’+1. Since ll(s<q<p, As is an 
n-cycle in Aut (G) and then so is Tab+‘. Then (79t+1)=(~) aqd (As) =(A). Recall 
that pakp-l = A. Thus. p(c+p-’ = (A) and O(A)B-’ =(T), so (u) and (7) are conju- 
gate in Aut (G). Since 7 was an arbitrary n-cycle in Aut (G), this shows in Case 1 
that G E F(n) = Adiirn (n) or GE DF(n) = DAd6m (n). 
Case 2: We now assume the Sylow p-subgroups of Aut (G) have order pe > p. 
Let7=(~000:,“0~40-‘..-~(d_~~~_*.=. u:T:) be any n-cycle in Aut (G). Let P be 
a Sy10w p-subgroup containing rq =a! =cyOcyI l l l aq_l where ai = (v/, vi l l l I.(,_,) 
for i = 0, 1, . . . , q - 1 are disjoint p-cycles with underlying sets Aj = 
{ .a, vi,, . . . , v;_J. A s in the first part of this section, we consider the action of P 
on the vertices of G. Since the orbits are the p-element sets Aj, i = 0, 1, . . . ,q - 1, 
if Stab (Vi) ={@ E I’: @(Vi) = Vi> is the stabilizer of vertex vi, then [Stab (Vi)1 = p’-’ 3 
p. We define an equivalence relation on the vertices of G by letting Vi = vi if and 
Only if Stab (Vi) = Stab (Vi). Let C(Vi) denote the equivalence class containing vi. If 
PEP,thenp=c@==* ~r2~i for certain integers 0 s ej C p. Suppose both Vi, Vj E Ak. 
Then fi E Stab (Vi) if and only if ek = 0 if and only if P E Stab (vi), SO that Vi E vi. 
Thus, 1 C(S)\ 3 p for each vi. Given vi, since Stab (vi) is nontrivial, thlcre exists vj 
with Vi + Vj and, thus, IC(vi) 1 c pq for all vi. 
Let Vi and vi be two distinct vertices. Then there exists an integer r c 
10 1 , ‘)*=*7 pq - 1) such that r’(vi) = vi. Since 7, hence 7r, is in M(P), we have 
7V%-* = I’. Let P E Stab (Vi). Then ~‘P~-‘(~?j) = I’P(vi) = 7’(vi) = vj and, therefore, 
7r Stab (vi)Ter s Stab (vj) with equality holding since these sets are eqnicardinal. If 
vk z Vi, then ~rfi~-r(~r(vk)) =T’p(&) = 7’(Z?k). ThUS, Stab (Vi) = Skb (T’(?&)) fOY 
each vk - = vi. We conclude that T’(C(vi)) C_ C(vj) SO that \C(vi)l s IC(vj)l. B) 
symmetry, Icfvj)l s (C(U,)l, so all the equivalence classes have the sanle cardinality 
s where q<p c s C pq and s divides n = pq We conclude that s = p_ Zt follows that 
the equivalence classes C(i) are precisely the sets Ai for i = 0, 1, . . . , q - 1. 
Suppose for some rf s that vi E A, and vj E A,. Then there exists 6 E P such thst 
p(ui) = vi and P(vj) # vi, SO in the factorization P = ar2 l l . cr”;;_‘,we have e, = 0 but 
O< e, c p. Since this implies (u,) = (a:~), we see that vi is adjacent to Vj in G if and 
only if vi is adjacent to every vertex of A, in the case that G is a graph. Pn the 
case that G is a digraph, vi dominates Vj if and only if Vi dominates evei’y verrex 
of A,. It follows that in the case that G is a graph, either no edges or all possible 
edges joining vertices in A, to vertices in A, are in G. If G is 2 directed graph, 
either all possible arcs between vertices in A, and vertices in , h, or all possible 
arcs from vertices in A, to vertices in A, or all possible arcs from vertices in A, to 
vertices in A, or no arcs at all between A, and A, are in G. Since T’ E Aut (G) 
and 74(q) = (yj(vi) for all Vi E Aj, we have that for distinct. Ui, Z)k in Aj that 
vivk E E(G) if and only if aj(Vi)aj(Vk) E E(G). Similarly for digrflphs. 
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Suppose Vi E Aj but vk E A,, rf i. Then Vi& E E(G) if and Only if every WXtex Of 
Ai is adjacent to every vertex of A, in G if and only if ai is adjacent to 
vk = cui( vk) in G. Finally, if Vi # Vk and both Vi and vk 4 Aj, then aj(Vi) = Vi and 
~j( vk) = vk. Again, similar remarks apply for digraphs. 
It follows that aj E Aut (G) for i = 0, 1, . . . , q - 1. By a previous remark, we 
must then have each aj E P and so P consists of the pq elements CW~ 9 l l a2:‘; as 
eo9 . . . , eq_l range independently over all possible choices from (0, 1, . l l , p - 1). 
Now suppose w : G’= G(n, S’) + G is an isom(Drphism of some circulant 
graph or digraph G’ onto G. Since (v, vl l l 0 V&E Aut (G’), we have 
MD,,) dv1) l l ’ w(v,_ ,)) E Aut (G) and the latter is an n-cycle. Since in the 
previous discussion T was an arbitrary n-cycle in Aut (G), we may assume that 
7= (v; l l l v4,-’ l l ’ g-1 l * l $1:) = (7r(v()) 7r(v,) l l ’ 7&-l)) 
with 7r(vo) = vi, IT(V*) = VA, etc. and 7q E P. 
Let PO be the Sylow p-subgroup of Aut (G) containing cq = coel l l 9 tzq+ where 
Ej = (Vj Vq+j ’ l l v(p-l)q+j ) has the underlying set Ej ={Q, vq+j, . . . , vtp-l)q+j}e Since P 
and PO are conjugate in Aut (G), there exists p E Aut (G) such that Ppp-’ = PO. 
Then vi --, p(r(vi)) is another isomorphism of G’ onto G and 
(P(4Uo)) f’(hJl)) l l l p(lrr(v,_.l))) = ptp-’ where (~7p-l)~ = ~7~p-l E I$,. Thus, we 
may assume without loss of generality that P= P’) and the sets Aj, for i = 
091 9***, q - 1, are some permutation of the sets Ei. We henceforth make this 
assumption to simplify notation, so we take p as the Identity. 
Now both c and r are in AI and regarding M(P,)/P, as a permutation 
group on the set {co, cl,. . . , E~__~), the permutations [:a] and [T] determined by c 
and T, respectively, are the q-cycles (eO sl l l 9 E~-~) and (&it, ci l l l l &i,_,), respec- 
tively, where Aj = Ei, for i = 0, . . . , q - 1. Since the symmetric g;roup Sfq) has its 
Sylow q-subgroups cyclic of order q, the subgroups ([(Y]) and ([T]) are conjugate in 
M(Po)/Po. So there exists 0 E M(P,) such that [e]([~])[@]-’ = ([a]). This implies 
that for some integer r’E{l, 2,. . . , q - 1) we have [&e-‘I= [ar] = 
(Eo e, E2’ l l l E (y_lbr). The mapping Vi + B(lrr(vi)) is then an isomorphism from G’ to 
G and !0(7&)) e(v(v,)) l l l e(~(v,_,>)) = MF1. Let d= en. Then vTT) is an 
isomorphism of G’ to G and letting 7’ = (err’ . l 0 d(v,_,)), we have that 7’ is an 
n-cycle in Aut (G) and 7’ = 8HP E M(P,). Therefore, [r’] = [MPJ = [or]. By 
using sne isomorphism n’ of G’ to G (instead of the isomorphism w), then 
droppinlg the “prime” superscript from 7r’ to simphfy our notation, we see that we 
lose no generality in assuming that 7r : V( G’) + V(G) is an isomorphism of G’ to 
G for which T = (n(v,) I l l l T(v,-~)) obeys [T]= [al] and, thus, T permutes 
the sets Ej cyclically as (E. E,. - l l Etq-,J. Suppose that v(vo) = V$E Erk. Then 
7~6) = ek, 4&b = E’(k+l), and r(Ej) = E’(k+j) for i = 0, 1, . . . , q - 1, where the 
subscripts are reduced mod q. 
Let X={iE{l, 2,. . . ,p-l):qiES}, Y={iE{1,2,...,q-l}:qj+iESforsome 
iE{O, 1,. . . , p-l}}, U={iE{l, 2,. 
X’, Y’, 
..,pq-l}:kS and ifomodq}, and define 
’ similarly with S replaced by S’ (the symnol of the graph or digraph G’). 
Let I?; -{FEZ, :Vj E Ei}. 
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If i E Y, then for some i we have qj + i E S which implies uouG+iE E(G). Thus, 
every vertex of E0 is adjacent to every vertex of Ei as was shown above. It follows 
that u= u i E y $a Similarly for digraphs. 
NOW if i E Y’, then some qj + i E S’ so that in G’, uotJd+i E E(G’). For digraphs 
we get (u,, 21 d+i) E A(G’). We complete the discussion for graphs and note that it 
works for digraphs similarly. But u. E E. and Vd+iE Ei so that v(zlo) E Erk, 
v(V,+i) E Er(k+a+i) =Erk+ti, and T(vo)V(VG+i) E E(G). Thus, every vertex of Erk is 
adjacent (in G) to every vertex of Erk++ This implies every vertex of E. is 
adjacent (in G’) to every vertex of Eia Thus, U’ = U icy’ Ei. Also, i E Y’ holds if 
and only if ri E Y. Since 1 s t c q < p, r determines a unit of Zw and E:,i = rEi. 
Then it follows that U= Uieyt & /Jicy* Eli = r~‘. 
Recall that w(Eo) = Erk = Et where t E (0, 1, . . . , q - l} obeys rk = t(mod 4). Let 
Iwo, 9 l . , wp__ 1} be the vertex set of the two order p circulants G(p, X’) and 
G(p,X). Let Y:{w~ ,..., w,._~}+{wO ,..., w,_J be defined by y(wi)=wj if 
rr(vqi) = Vqj+t* We assert that y : G(p, X’) + G(p, X) is an isomorphism. Indeed, 
wiwj E E( G(p, X’)) if and only if i - i E X’ if and only if q(j - i) = qj - qi E S’ if and 
only if VqiVd E E(G’) if and only if ~(v~i)~(V~) E E(G) if and only if 
(q l r(i)+t)-(q l $i)+t)=q(Y(j)-$i))ES if and only if y(j)-y(i)cX if and 
only if y(Vi)y(vj) E E(G(p, X)), where y(r) = s if Y(u,) = vs. By Turner’s theorem, 
thereexists ii~{l,2,..., p - 1) such that X = fix’ mod p. By the Chinese remain- 
der theorem, there exists u E (0, 1, . . . , pq -- 1) such that u = r(mod q) and u = 
ti(mod p). Since r+ O(mod q) and ti+O(mod p), u is a unit of Zw. As subsets of 
zw =(O, 1,. * .) pq-l}, we have uEi=E”i=&=rEi for all iE{O,l,.. .,q-l), 
and, thus uU’= Uicy* Uk?i = UiEyl Yl!?i =rU’= U. Also, mod p~X’=iiX’ SO that 
mod pq we have u(qX’) = quX’ = qfiX’ = qX. Therefore, mod pq, S = qX U U = 
u(qX’) U (uU’) = u(qX’U U’) = US’. Hence, G f Ad&n (n) in Case 2. 
It follows that for n = pq a product of distinct primes every G(n, S) E Adam (n) 
and every DG(n, S) E DAdam (n). 
Theorem 2. If n = pq, where p > q are primes, then Circ (n) = Adam (n) and 
DCirc (n) = DAdam (n). 
4. The case n = p2 
It is easy to verify that Circ (4) = Adam (4) and DCirc (4) = DAdam (4) How- 
ever, we shall show for all primes p>3 that Circ (p2)# AdBm(p2) and 
DCirc (p2) # DAdam (p’). Nonetheless, we shall give necessary and sufficient 
conditions on S and S’ such that G(p2, S’)= G(p2, S) and DG(p2, S’) = 
DG(p2, S). From these conditions for the special case of p = 3 we obtain 
Circ (9) = Adam (9) and DCirc (9) # DAdam (9). 
Let p be an odd prime, n = p2, and G = G( n, S) c Circ (n). Again we point out 
that the following proof holds for elements of DcZirc (n) as well. If the Sylow 
p-subgroups of Aut (G) have order p2, then for any n-cycle r E Aut (G), both (7) 
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and (a) are Sylow p-subgroups and are conjugate in Aut (G). Then G E F(n) = 
Adam (n). Therefore, we assume the Sylow p-subgroups of Aut (G) have order 
p’ > p* where p” divides p*! and so 2 < < + 1. Let PO be a Sylow p-subgroup e -p 
containing u = (Q u 1 l l 9 t+~_~ ). We consider the action of PO on the vertices 
u~z-~ of G. Since the orbit of 211 under PO has size p* and the size of the 
baby&& the index of the stabilizer of Oi in PO, for any vertex ui, (Stab <s)l = 
P ‘-**a p* Let Vi s Vj if and only if Stab (vi) = Stab (Vi) and let C(S) denote the 
equivalence class containing the vertex vi. Since Stab (vi) is nontrivial, there exists 
a vertex vi with vi f Vi. Thus, C(S)1 c p* for all vi. 
Given vi, vj there exists r E (0, 1, . . . , p* - 1) such that U’(Vi) = vi. Since u E PO, 
a’z+-’ = PO and we see that a’ Stal (vi)U-’ = Stab (Vi) and a’(C(Vi)) = C(Vj). 
Thus, all equivalence classes have the same cardinality m < p*; and since the 
classes partition V(G), m divides p’. So m = p or m = 1. If Stab (Vi) acts on the 
vertices of G, there are m orbits of cardinality 1 and the remaining orbits must 
have cardina!ity p. From this we see that p divides p*- m and m = p. Since 
ak( C(Vi)) = C(Vi+k )y where i + k is reduced mod 12, we may let (a) act on the set of 
equivalence classes C(vi). This action is transitive with the orbit {C(v,), 
C(Q), . . . , C(v,_,)} of cardinality p. Thus the stabilizer of each C(S), under the 
action of the order p* cyclic group (a), has size p*/p = p and is thus the order p 
subgroup (up). That is, the elements of (up) fix every C(U,). This implies that 
C(Vj) = Ej = {Vi, Vp+j, . . . , Vtp-ljp+$. Let &j = (i E Zp z Ui E Ej}. Then Ej k the 
coset &,+ i of the subgroup &, = (p). Since Viz Vi implies the existence of a 
@ E Stab (vi) such that p # Stab (Vi), we see that the two sets Ei and Ej are joined 
in G either by no edges or by all possible p* edges. In the case that G is a 
directed graph, there are either no arcs at all between Ei an,d Ej, or all arcs from 
Ei to Ei and no others, or all arcs from Ej to Ei and no others, or all possible 2p2 
arcs between Ei and Ej are in G. In any case, if cj = (vj vj+p l l l v(,._~~,+~) for 
i=o, 1,. . . , p - 1, then we easily see (as in Section 3) that ei E Aut (G). Notice 
that up = cogI l l l E,+ and that co, cl, . . . , E,+ generate an order pp abelian 
subgroup K. of Aut (G) which does not contain U. Thus, co, Ed,. . . , ep+ m 
generate an order pp+l subgroup of Aut (G) which must then be a Sylow 
p-subgroup. Since PO was taken as any Sylow p-subgroup containing a, we may as 
well take PO to be the subgroup generated by E,?, cl, . . . , E,__~, c. The Sylow 
p-subgroups of Aut (G) thus have the maximum possible order pp+’ and their 
structure is Z’-SY to describe. Since acja-’ = cj+ 1 (subscripts reduced mod p), and 
%, * l - , ep_ 1 commute with each other, and cr* = sOcl l l l E~__~, each element of PO 
may be written uniquely in the form ~“0 . l . t+wep for integers 0~ ej <p, 
i=O,l,... , p and products of elements in PO may be easily computed. 
Now let M(P,) be the subgroup of Aut (G) consisting of all 0 such that &OO-l, 
0&J-‘, . . . , tkp_lO-* is a permutation of go, el, . . . , E,_~. Clearly, 0-E M(P,). It is 
easy to see that 0&j0--’ = &i for all i = 0, 1, . . . , p - 1 if and only if there are 
e,,,e, . . . . ep-l such that 8 = ~~0 l l l t$q, tilat is, if and only if 8 E Ko. The factor 
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group M(&)/& may thus be regarded as a permutation group on the set 
1 co9 El, . . . , &,_1}. 
Now let rr: G’= G(nS’) + G be an isomorphism, then 7 = (n(uO) ~(21~) l 9 l 
m(2),+)) E Aut (G). NOW T is in some Sylow p-subgroup P and using conjuga- 
tion, if necessary, we lose no generality in assuming that P = PO. Then 7 E POc 
M(&) SO that T and a in M(P,) determine permutations [T] = (Q, 9 l l q_,) 
and [u] = (eO cl l l l E~_.~) in M(P,)/&. This last permutation group is a sub- 
group of the symmetric group on { eo, Q, . . . , E& and, hence, its Sylow sub- 
groups ([T]) and ([a]) are conjugate. So there exists 6~ M(P,) for which 
[MP] = [or] for some rE{l, 2,. l . , p - 1). Replacing 7~ by &r, we lose no 
generality in assuming that T = (T(Q) rr(ul) l . l m(~,,_~)) obeys [T] = [or] SO that T 
permutes the sets Ei cyclically as (I$-, E, l l l Etp_l,r). It follows that for some 
k ~(0, 1,. ..,p-l)andallj=O,l,. . . , P - 1 we have T(Ej) = Er(k+jja 
Let X={i’z{l,. . . , p-l}:piES}, Y={iE{l,. ..,p-l}:pj+iES for some 
ie{O, 1, l . . ,p-1}}, U={iE{l,2,. . . ,p2- 1) : i E S and i+ O(mod p)}, and define 
X’, Y’ U’ similarly with S replaced by S’ the symbol of G’. 
The proof now closely parallels that of Case 2 in Section 3 and we easily find 
that U = rU’ considering r E { 1, . . . , p - 1) as a unit of Z, and that for some 
SE{l,. . . , p - 1) we have X = sX’ mod p or pX = psX’ mod p2. 
We conclude that if V = {i E S : i = O(mod p)} and V’ = {i E S’ : i = O(mod p)} and 
S = U U V and S’ = U’ U V’ are accordingly partitioned, then there exist units 
r, s E 2: (possibly r # s) such that U = rU’ and V = sV’. 
Conversely, let r, s E 2: and let G = G(n, S) be as before with U, V then 
defined as above. Suppose we define subsets U’, V’ of Z& by U’ = r-‘U and 
V’ = s-’ V. If we let S’ = U’ U V’, then clearly i E S’ if and only if -i E S’ and so we 
may define G’= G(n, S’) E Circ (n). We now show G’s G. 
Define n :{Q, ~1, . . . , u,L~}+ (~0,211, . . . , ZJ~L~} by letting v(Di+pj) = Uc+spj 
where the subscripts are reduced mod p2. Since each element of (0, 1, . . . , p2 - 1) 
is uniquely expressible in the form i + pj for i,.j E (0, 1, . . . , p - l), rr is well- 
defined. Suppose m(ui+pj) = T(Q+~~). Then ri + spj s rk + spt(mod p’) SO that n’ E 
rk(mod p). This, in turn, implies that i = k(mod p) because r and p are relatively 
prime. But i, k ~{0,1, . . . , p - 1} and, thus, i = k. From the above, we then know 
that spj = spt(mod p2) which implies sj = st(mod p). As before, this implies j = 
t(mod p) and j = t. This shows that 7r is injectice and, hence, bijective. 
Suppose i, j, k, ~(0, 1, . . . , p - 1). Then Ui+pjuk+p’E E(G’) if and only if 
(i-k)+(j-t)pES’ if and only if either (1) ifk and (i-k)+(j-t)pdJ’ or (2) 
i = k and p(j - t) E V’. Now ( 1) holds if and only if r( i - k) + sp( j - t) E U if and 
only if (ri + spj) - (rk + spt) E LJ. Here we use the fact that U = U kcYfik is a union 
of certain cosets (p) c k for k$ (p), where this follows from the hypothesis that the 
Sylow p-subgroups have order p’ > p2, as was shown above. Also, (2) holds if and 
only if ri = rk and sp(j - t) E V if and only if (ri + spj) - (rk + spt) E V. We see that 
ui++,juk+pt E E(G’) if and only if T(Ui+pj)T(Uk+pt)E E(G). Therefore, 7~ is an 
isomorphism of G’ onto 6. 
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We remark that the Sylow p-subgroups of Aut (G) have order pp+’ if and only 
if the set U (defined above) is a union U jEY (p) +i for some (possibly empty) 
subset Yr(l,2,. . . , p - l}. The “only if” part has been shown previously. 
Suppose now that U= U j,y(p)+j. Then the sets Ei=(P)+i and Ej=(P)+j are 
joined by no edges of G if i - iq! Y (where i - i is reduced mod p) or by all p2 
possible edges if i - i E Y. In the case of directed graphs, Ei and Ej are joined by 
noarcsifj-i$Yandi-j$Y,allarcsfromEi toEjareinGifj-iEXallarcs 
from Ej to Ei are in G if i -i E Y, and all arcs between Ei and Ej are in G if both 
differences are in Y. This implies (by a previous argument) that Ej E Aut (G) for 
j=O,l,..., p - 1 so that the Sylow p-subgroups of Aut (G) have order p’ 2 pp > 
p2 and, hence, e = p + 1 (by our previous proof). In particular, if U is not such a 
union of cosets, then the Sylow p-subgroups of Aut (G) have order p2. Thus, 
G E F(p2) = Ad6.m (p2) by the remark at the beginning of this section. 
We now investigate when G E Adarn (p2) or G E DAdam (p2) when the Sylow 
p-subgroups have order p*+‘, The partition S = UU V for V = S n (p} and 
U = S - V is the decomposition of S. 
For A c Z,, let I (A) = {x E. 2: : xA = A}. Then f(A) is a subgroup of 2:. If 
a EA, then ax~A for all XE I(A) so that A = UaEA a l I(A). Thus, I(A) is the 
largest subgroup I of 2: such that A is a union of cosets of I. If A = 8, then 
I(A) = 2;. 
Note that both I(U) and Z(V) contain the multiplicative subgroup { 1, -1) = 
{ 1, p2 - 1) in the case that G is a graph. The subgroup of 2: generated by 
I( U)U I(V) is Z(U) l Z(V) and it has order I1( U)l l \1( V)l/ll( U) n Z(V)!. Since for 
n = p2, 2: is cyclic of order p(p - l), we have II(U) n l(V)1 = g.c.d. (iI( U)l, II< V)l}. 
Suppose I(U) l I(V) # 22, and let s = 1 and TE 2:-I(U) l Z(V). Define U’= 
r I U, V’ - V, and S’ = U’ U V’. Then (G’ = G(n, S’) is isomorphic to G, but we 
assert that for every u E Zz, S# US’. Indeed, suppose S = US’ = uU’U uV’ = 
ur- ’ UU uV. Since u(p> =(p), and for i,# (p) we have u((p)+j) n(p) = 0, we must 
have U = ur-’ CJ and V = uV. Then UT-’ E I(U) and u E I(V) which implies 
r _ ’ F Z(U) l I(V). We conclude that r E P(U) l I(V) which contradicts the choice of 
r. Therefore, if I(U) l I(V) + Zz, then Gq! Adarn (n) in the case that G is a graph 
ancj lG$ DAdam (n) in the case that G is a directed graph. 
Ora the nther hand, suppose that I(U) l I(V) = Zz. If G’= G(n, S’) = G, then 
there exist r, s E 2: such that U = rU’ and V = N’, where S’ = U’U V’ is the 
decomposition of S’. Now rs-’ E 2: = I(U) l I(V) and so rs-’ = uv for some 
u E I(U) and some u E Z(V). Thus, u-‘r = vs = w E 2:. Now 
WS’ = wU’UwV’=wr-‘UCJws-‘V=u-‘UUvV=UUV=S. 
Thus, if I(U) l I(V) = Zz, then G E Aldarn (n) or G E DAdam (n) depending on 
whether G is a graph or a directed graph. We have then proved the following 
theorem .
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Theorem 3. Let n = p2, p an odd prime, and let G = G(n, S) be an element of either 
Circ (n) or DCirc (n). Let S = U Ip V be the decomposition of S into V = 
(iES:i= O(mod p)) and U = S - V. If U# $3 and U is not a union of cosets of the 
form (p>+ j, j$ (p), then G E Adam (n) or G E DhLdam (n). Otherwise, GE 
Adam (n) or G E DAdam (n) if and onZy if I(U) l I(V) = Zz, that is, if and only if 
II(u)1 l IWll/g.c.d.{ IW)l, ~-r(v))} = p(p - 1). If G$ Adam (n) or G$ DAdam (n), 
then G(n, S’) = G if and only if there exist Y, s E Zz such that U = rU’ and V = sV’ 
where S’ = U’U V’ is the decomposition of S’. 
When U=UiEY(p)+j is a union of cosets for some Ys(1,2,...,p-1}, 
clearly I(U) and I(V) contain th,e subgroup { 1, p + 1, . . . , (p - 1)~ + 1) of order p 
in 2: because (ip + 1)((p) + i) = \‘p) + i for any i E (0, 1, . . . , p - 1). Thus, the 
homomorphism ip + i + i (for i, j E { 1, . . . , p - 1)) of 2: onto 2: carries I(U) 
onto J(U) and I(V) onto .I( V) where J(U) = {i E 2: : iY = Y(mod p)} and J(V) = 
(i&Z$iX=X(modp)} where X={iE(l,2,...,p-l}:piES}, that is, V= 
pX mod p2. Now J(U) and J(V) are subgroups of the multiplicative group 
2X=(1,. . . , p- 1) mod p and we have I(U) l I(V) = 2: ’ if and only if 
J(U) l J(V) = Zz. Thus, we obtain G E Adarn (n) or G E DAdam (n) if and only if 
f(U) l .I( V) = Zz if and only if (J( U)l . /J( V)l/g.c.d. { IJ( U)l, IS< V)l} = p - 1. This 
condition is equivalent to, and easier to check than, the condition on I(U) and 
I(V). It corresponds to the fact that in the proof wc could choose the units r, s of 
Z, to be from {1,2,. . . ,p-l}. 
It appears that our technique for n = p2 n:sy generalize to the case n = pm. 
There is then some hope that we may be able to completely solve the isomorph- 
ism problem for circulant graphs. The principal step would be to show that if 
G(n, S) g! Adam (n), then G(n, S) decomposes into a wreath product of circulant 
graphs of orders n1 and n2 where n1n2 = n. A similar situation would be expected 
to hold for circulant digraphs as well. 
Suppose G(n,S)ECirc(n)-Adam(n) or G(n,S)EDCirc(n)-DAdam for 
some integer n. Taking m disjoint copies of G(n, S) produces a graph or digraph 
in either Circ (nm) - adarn (nm) or DCirc (nm) - DAdam (nm). However, we can 
do better than this. Let G(n, S’)= G(n, S) be such that for all u E ZE we have 
S # US’ and let G(m, A) E Circ (m)(DCirc (m) if we are discussing circulant dig- 
raphs). Regarding S,S%{l,2 ,..., n-l} and As{1,2,. ..,m-1) for the mo- 
ment as sets of integers, and (m) = (0, m, 2m, . . . , (n - 1)m) c Z’,,,,, let A = 
MU Ujec ((m)+i) and A’ =mS’UUiEA((m)+j) (subsets of {O,l,...,mn-1)) 
now be regarded as subsets of Z,,. It is obvious that G(mn, A’) and G(mn, A) are 
isomorphic since they are wreath products of G(m, A) over G(n, S’) and G(n, S), 
respectively. Moreover, we assert that for all u E Z”,, it is the case that A # u A’. 
For if u E Z”,, and A = uA’, then since u(m + i) = m + ui and if O(mod m) implies 
ujf O(mod m), we must have in particular that mS = umS’(mod mn). Let U’E 
(0 1 7 9*--v n - 1) be such that u’s u(mod n). Then, in fact, u’ is a unit of Z,, and 
we have u’mS’ = urns’ = mS(mod mnj so that U’S’ = S(mod n). Thus, S = U’S’ in 
Z, for u’ E Zz which is a contradiction. The following theorem is now proved. 
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Theorem 4. If Adarn (n) # Circ {nb or DAdBm (n) # DCirc (n), then for call inte- 
gers m > 0, Adim (mm) $ Circ (mn) or DAd6m (mn) # DCirc (mn), respectively. 
Furthermore, if G( m, A) is an element of either Circ (nt) or DCirc (m) and G(n, S) 
is in either Circ (n) - Adam (n) or DCirc (n) - DAdam (n), respectively, then the 
wreath product G(m, A) lG(n, S) is in either Circ (mn)- Adbm (mn) or 
DCirc (mn) - DAdam (mn). respectively. 
Theorems 3 and 4 allow us to say something about the values of n for which 
Adam’s conjecture holds. As mentioned earlier, Circ (4) = Adarn (4). Using the 
method of proof employed in Sections 3 and 4, it is not difficult to show that 
Circ (8) = Adam (8). For the prime p = 3, in Theorem 3 if U# 8 and is a union of 
cosets of 3, then u = { 1,2,4,5,7,8) and I(U) = 2:. Consequently, the circulant 
graph would be a member of Ad&n (9) and Circ (9) = Ad&m (9). For all primes 
p > 3, it is easy to construct graphs in Circ (p*) - AdBm (p*) using Theorem 3. In 
[3] there are two circulant digraphs of order 8 that are isomorphic but not in 
DAdam (8). For n = 9 let G be the order 9 circulant digraph with symbol 
S = (1, 1),4,7} and G’ be the order 9 circulant digraph with symbol S’ = 
(1.4; 6.7). G and G’ are certainly isomorphic but there is no unit u E Z$ such 
that S’== US. Our results now give the following corollary. 
CoroWy 4.1. If Circ (n) = Adim (n), then n = 2’3’m where e E (0, 1,2, ?}, fc 
(0, 1,2}, and m = 1 or is squarefree and relatively prime to 6. If DCirc (n) = 
DAdam (n), then n = 2’m where e E (0, 1.2) and m = 1 or m is squarefree and odd. 
The conditions on n in Corollary 4.1 are not sufficient to guarantee that 
Circ (n) = Ad&m (n). Pavol Hell and David Kirkpatrick have informed the authors 
that while working on another problem, they found that Circ (8m) # Rdcim (8m) 
whenever m > 1. 
Using different methods, in [4] it is shown that Circ (pq) = Adam (pq) for p and 
q distinct primes and that Circ (4~) = Adtim (4~). Our methods are more element- 
ary than those employed in [4]. 
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